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This work investigates the origin of creep dislocations in a Ni-base, single crystal superalloy subject to
creep at an intermediate stress and temperature. Employing high angular resolution electron backscatter
diffraction (HR-EBSD), electron channeling contrast imaging under controlled diffraction conditions
(cECCI) and discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) modelling, it is shown that low-angle boundariesdwhich correspond to dendrite boundaries or their residues after annealingdare not the major sources of
creep dislocations. At the onset of creep deformation, they are the only active sources. Creep dislocations
are emitted from them and percolate into the dislocation-depleted crystal. However, the percolation is
very slow. As creep deformation proceeds, before the boundary-originated dislocations move further
than a few micrometers away from their source boundary, individual dislocations that are spread
throughout the undeformed microstructure become active and emit avalanches of creep dislocations in
boundary-free regions, i.e. regions farther than a few micrometer away from boundaries. Upon their
activation, the density of creep dislocations in boundary-free regions soars by two orders of magnitude;
and the entire microstructure becomes deluged with creep dislocations. The total area of boundary-free
regions is several times the total area of regions covered by boundary-originated creep dislocations.
Therefore, the main sources of creep dislocations are not low-angle boundaries but individual, isolated
dislocations in boundary-free regions.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nickel-base superalloys are employed in high-temperature applications, particularly for jet propulsion and power conversion. To
increase creep resistance, these alloys are produced as single
crystals. Single-crystal superalloys are often fabricated by directional solidiﬁcation techniques using competitive dendrite growth
[1,2]. Casting is usually followed by a solution and ageing heattreatment to achieve the desired microstructure [3,4] consisting
of about 70% volume fraction of cuboidal g0 precipitates coherently
embedded in a solid solution g matrix.
The as-processed g/g0 microstructure is dislocation-depleted. As
creep-deformation proceeds, the microstructure becomes increasingly populated with creep dislocations [5e10]. In tertiary creep
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regime, characterized by a monotonically increasing strain rate, it
has been suggested that sources of creep dislocations are the socalled grown-in networks of dislocations [11e14]. These networks, which are casting defects and which withstand the subsequent heat-treatment, are in fact low-angle grain boundaries.
It has been shown that the as-processed single crystals are not
truly monocrystalline: low-angle boundaries exist, which accommodate lattice rotations of below 1! [15e19]. Instances of dislocation percolation from a boundary to dislocation-depleted crystal
portions in the close vicinity of the grown-in low angle grain
boundariesda few micrometersdhave been observed in TEM foils
[11e14]. It has been suggested that: the boundary-generated
dislocation loop segments are driven into the narrow g channels
by a shear stress, which results from the superposition of the
applied stress and the misﬁt stress; during glide in the g channels,
the permeating dislocations deposit segments at the g/g0 interfaces
[4]; these dislocations partially relieve the g/g0 misﬁt stress; and
the gliding dislocations originated from different boundaries
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eventually meet, react, and result in dislocation networks
[11,13,20].
The research reported in this paper was carried out to revisit the
sources of creep dislocations by examining the evolution of dislocation density throughout the microstructure. A Re-containing Nibase, single-crystal superalloy was studied to elucidate the microstructural evolution that control the early stages of creep deformation. Electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI) and electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) techniques were employed for
microstructure characterization; and discrete dislocation dynamics
(DDD) modelling was utilized for simulating the microstructural
evolutions.
2. Materials and methods
The single-crystal superalloy studied here was prepared in the
form of cylindrical bars of 10 mm diameter and 160 mm length
using
investment
casting.
Its
chemical
composition,
Nie8Cre10Coe1.6Ree8.5We5.8Ale8.5Ta in weight percent, was
chosen consistent with the alloy design results of [21]. An
industrial-scale investment casting facility was used for casting
with a withdrawal speed of 229 mm/h, a mould temperature of
!
1540 C and a vacuum of better than 10"4 Pa. After casting, the
single-crystal bars were carefully removed from the mould, sand
blasted, macro-etched using an HCl þ 5e10 vol.% H2O2 solution,
and subjected to X-ray analysis using the back-reﬂection Laue
technique to conﬁrm their <001> orientation. Solution treatment
!
was then carried out at 1305 C for 6 h followed by a two-step heat!
treatment at 1120 C for 3 h and at 870 ! C for 16 h. Tensile testpieces
of 20 mm gauge length and 4 mm diameter were then machined
from the fully heat-treated single-crystal bars such that their long
axes were parallel to the growth direction of the single crystal,
which is a <001> crystallographic direction. A schematic is shown
in Fig. 1 a.
The tensile testpieces were subsequently subjected to a
constant-load creep test at 900 ! C up to rupture. Within the gauge
section, the applied stress was uniaxial tensile of 450 MPa. The
creep curve, displayed in Fig. 1 b, indicates a tertiary creep regime
identiﬁed by the monotonic increase of strain rate with strain [4].
Rupture occurred at 22.1% strain after 194 h. The investigations
reported in this paper were performed on the ruptured testpiece
and were conﬁned to a region of the testpiece close to the extensometer lips, where the accumulated local strain was estimated to
be less than 0.1%.
The microstructure was examined using ECCI [22e24] and EBSD
[25] in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). ECCI was performed
using a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT
AG, Germany) with a Gemini-type ﬁeld emission gun electron
column. The microscope was operated at 30 kV accelerating voltage
and 2e5 nA probe current. The specimen was placed at 6 mm
working distance and was tilted to an angle in the range ["4! ,20! ].
To observe dislocations, the ECCI under controlled diffraction
conditions (cECCI) method [23] was employed. The computer
program TOCA [26,27] was used for selection of suitable diffraction
conditions from simulated electron channeling pattern (ECP).
EBSD measurements were carried out in a JEOL 6500F FEG
scanning electron microscope operating at 15 kV accelerating
voltage and high beam current mode and equipped with a Digiview
5 camera and the EDAX/TSL OIM DC software (version 7.0; EDAX/
TSL, Draper, UT, USA). Patterns were captured with 2 $ 2 binning on
the camera, minimum camera gain, no averaging, no background
removal, and no image processing. The recorded patterns were of
468 $ 468 dimensionality with 12 bit depth. Beam scanning was
performed in 1 mm or 2 mm steps.
Crystal orientation maps were measured using the EDAX/TSL

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the examined testpiece before the creep test. The
black rectangle marks the region that contains the EBSD-mapped areas. (b) The creep
curve showing the engineering strain versus time at 900 ! C and 450 MPa. (c) EBSDbased {100}-pole ﬁgure in stereographic projection of a region in the uncrept area.
(d) The pole encircled in (c) is magniﬁed by rotating it to the center of the pole ﬁgure
and setting the maximum polar angle to 1!.

OIM DC software. The Kikuchi bands utilized for orientation derivation were detected using the classical two-dimensional Hough
transform (2-D HT)-based algorithm [28,29]. Patterns were binned
to 468 $ 468 prior to applying the 2-D HT; 160 $ 160 was set for
!
Hough space resolution; a Dq ¼ 0.5 pixels convolution mask was
applied; and maximum 12 Kikuchi bands were used for orientation
derivation.
Crystal rotations relative to a reference point on the map were
obtained by applying the HR-EBSD method [30,31]. The density of
geometrically necessary dislocations (GND) was computed using
the HR-EBSD-based lattice curvature [32e34]. With a cubic symmetry, the three elastic stiffness constants at room temperature
were assumed to be equal to the ones of CMSX-4, i.e. 13 $ 13 MPa;
C11 ¼ 243 MPa; and C12 ¼ 153 MPa [35]. The CrossCourt software v.3
(BLG Productions Ltd., UK) was used for lattice rotation and GND
density calculations [30,32,36]. On each pattern, 28 regions of interests each of C44 ¼ 128 pixels were considered.
To assess the evolution of dislocations during creep deformation, discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) modelling was
employed. DDD is well suited for the simulation of creep effects
associated with dislocation mobility and their interactions based on
the elasticity theory of dislocations [37e43]. For this study, the
ParaDiS code was used [44]. A hybrid dislocation mobility rule with
a climb/glide mobility ratio of 0.1 [38] was used to mimic climbassisted mobility of dislocations along the g/g0 interfaces at high
temperature, i.e. ~900 ! C. Isotropic elasticity with a shear modulus
of 37 GPa and a Poisson ratio of 0.37 was assumed. The lattice
parameter for the Ni alloy in the g channels was taken as
a ¼ 0.36 nm, which leads to a <110> Burgers vector length of
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jbj ¼ 0.25 nm. More details on the simulation methodology are
given in Ref. [38].
3. Results
3.1. The uncrept state
The region of the ruptured testpiece marked by a black rectangle
in Fig. 1 a was considered to be uncrept or undeformed here and
was measured by EBSD. Later, in x3.2, it will be conﬁrmed that it is
truly undeformed. It must be noted that this region differs from the
material before the creep test in that it is further heat-treated at the
creep test temperature (900 ! C) for the rupture life of the testpiece
(194 h). The largest area measured by EBSD extended across
2 mm $ 1 mm. The longer edge was parallel to the growth direction, which was a <001> crystal direction and was coincident with
the tensile axis. The step size was 2 mm. Fig. 1 e shows the {100}pole ﬁgure of this region obtained through the classical 2-D HTbased EBSD analysis. It must be noted that the longitudinal section measured by EBSD is parallel to the growth direction; however,
the sample surface is not a {100}-plane; as visible in Fig. 1 c, the
surface normal is 20! rotated away from a <100> direction about
the tensile axis. As evident from the pole ﬁgure in Fig. 1 d, which
shows the encircled {001}-pole magniﬁed, there is an orientation
dispersion of about 1! in the measured area.
The orientation dispersion is due to a mosaicity, i.e. the presence
of sub-grains, created by the competitive growth of closely oriented
dendrites during solidiﬁcation. This mosaicity is apparent in the
backscattered electron (BSE) micrographs. Low-magniﬁcation BSE
micrographs (Fig. 2 a and b) show the dendritic structures of the
material. The mosaic structure in these micrographs, however, is
overshadowed by the strong contrast caused by the chemical
composition difference between a dendrite core and its perimeter:
the heavy-element-depleted interdendritic region appears darker
compared to the heavy-element-enriched dendrite core [4,17,45].
The mosaicity is better visible in BSE micrographs with higher
magniﬁcations, e.g. Fig. 2 c and d; and it is most apparent in
interdendritic regions.
Due to the inability of the classical EBSD-based analysis in
quantifying lattice rotations below 1! [46,47], HR-EBSD analysis
was performed on the EBSD data. The HR-EBSD-based relative
lattice rotation maps, kernel average misorientation (KAM) map,
and GND map of a representative undeformed region are depicted
in Fig. 3. Similar maps of other undeformed areas inside the black
rectangle in Fig. 1 a are presented as supplementary material S1.
The latter maps were measured with a 1 mm step size.
On a relative lattice rotation map, the values u12, u23, and u31
assigned to each point denote the angle of misorientation between
that point and a pre-selected arbitrary point on the map about the
sample coordinate axes 3, 1, and 2, respectively. The KAM-value can
be interpreted as the mean misorientation of a point with respect to
its nearest neighboring points on the map [48].
The results show that: (1) relative rotations occur about all three
axes, and all three are of the same extent (Fig. 3 aec); (2) the local
lattice rotation remains below 0.5! (Fig. 3 d); (3) these rotations are
not spatially random ﬂuctuations; there is an intricate network of
low-angle boundaries (Fig. 3 d); and (4) the density of the GNDs on
the boundaries does not exceed 5 $ 1013 m"2 (Fig. 3 d). This is true
for maps with a 2 mm step size as well as maps with a 1 mm step
size. The reported GND density is given as the number of dislocations piercing through a unit area between two adjacent pixels. For
every pixel of the map, it is calculated using the lattice curvature at
that pixel.
As seen in Fig. 3 d, the elevated GND density across a low-angle
boundary is not limited to one pixel. This indicates that the

Fig. 2. Backscatter electron (BSE) micrographs of the uncrept region of the ruptured
testpiece.dOn the transverse section in (a) and the longitudinal section in (b), the
dendritic structure is apparent. The black lines spanning over the micrographs in (a)
and (b) correspond to channeling lines caused by the large sweeping angle of the
electron beam over the single crystal area (Electron Channeling Pattern). The mosaicity
is best visible in the magniﬁed micrographs in (c) and (d).

boundaries are not sharp planar surfaces but wider regions. This is
exempliﬁed by the boundary displayed in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 a and b
respectively show the KAM/GND density map and the ECC image of
this boundary. The EBSD step size in Fig. 4 a is 1 mm. Fig. 4 c shows
the details of the part of the boundary that is enclosed by the green
rectangle in Fig. 4 a and b. It shows that the boundary is not one
pixel but several pixels wide. The maximum GND density on this
boundary segment is ~ 4 $ 1013 m"2. Fig. 4 d shows the detailed
dislocation structure of this boundary. It is clear that this dislocation structure is not the result of the intersection of a sharp
boundary plane with the specimen surface; the boundary-surface
intersection is rather spread over a few micrometers.
The most evident dislocation network of this boundary is
encircled by a white ellipse in Fig. 4 d. Further to the left, several
networks follow each adding its own misorientation and related
dislocation density. The misorientation created by the encircled
dislocation network can be estimated as follows. Fig. 5 shows a
crystal, colored blue, embedded in a larger, transparent crystal.
There is a misorientation between the two crystals with the angle
u. The character of the boundary and the type of the dislocations
that accommodate this misorientation varies with the orientation
of the boundary plane. The boundary with the minimum number of
dislocations is a pure tilt boundary (boundary 1 and 2), which is
only composed of edge dislocations. For a pure tilt boundary,
misorientation is obtained through u ¼ jbj/D, where D indicates the
distance between dislocation lines, and b is the Burgers vector of
the dislocations. As evident from the schematic in Fig. 5, a twist
boundary (boundary 3) requires a double number of dislocations to
accommodate the same misorientationdu ¼ jbj/(2D). The number
of dislocations in a mixed boundary (boundary 4) is between the
number of dislocations in a tilt boundary and the number of dislocations in a twist boundary. The encircled boundary in Fig. 4 d is
composed of a network of dislocations; therefore, it can be
considered as a mixed boundary. The average spacing between the
dislocations of this boundary is 30 nm. This is obtained by
considering the dislocations that pierce through the specimen
surface. For a 1/2<110> dislocation in nickel with jbj ¼ 0.25 nm and
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Fig. 3. HR-EBSD maps of a few dendrites in the undeformed region of the ruptured testpiece.d(aec) u12, u23 and u31 are rotation angles about axes 3, 1, and 2, respectively.
Rotations are relative to a point located at top rigth corner of the maps. (d) Kernel average misorientation (KAM) and geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density map. Axis 2
is almost parallel to the growth direction. The scan step size is 2 mm.

D ¼ 30 nm, a tilt boundary's misorientation angle amounts to 0.46! ,
and a twist boundary's misorientation angle equates to 0.23! .
Therefore, the misorientation angle of this boundary is between
0.23! and 0.46! . This misorientation angle is in good agreement
with the misorientation angle obtained by HR-EBSD: KAM ¼ 0.3! .
It should be mentioned that the good agreement between the
results of HR-EBSD and ECCI is due to the fact that all the dislocation
networks in the spread-out boundary rotate the crystal in the same
sense. Therefore, the EBSD measurements do not miss any orientation changes when stepping over the grain boundary area; and
there is, consequently, no dependency of the EBSD-based GND
density on the EBSD step size. For microstructures where the GND
density depends on the EBSD step size [49,50], are to be consulted.
The spacing of the low-angle boundaries in the uncrept material
is 30e150 mm as the histogram in Fig. 6 shows. Each data point of
this histogram was obtained by a line intercept method as follows.
A straight line parallel to the shorter edge of the KAM map in Fig. 3
d was drawn; the points at which the line intersects a low-angle
boundary were counted; and the length of the line was divided
by the number of the intersection points. A total of 63 straight lines

were measured.
The ruptured testpiece is displayed in Fig. 7 a. The ECC micrographs of the typical microstructures found in the undeformed part
of the testpiece (named A in Fig. 7 a) are displayed in Fig. 8 A1-A3.
There are: (1) low-angle boundaries, which could be sharp planes,
composed of one layer of dislocations (Fig. 8 A1) or a few micrometers wide (Fig. 8 A2 and Fig. 4 d)dthe latter composing the
majority of the boundaries; and (2) regions away from interdendritic boundaries, where in a few hundred square micrometers only
a few isolated dislocations are present (Fig. 8 A3).
The results of the cECCI-based characterization of 155 dislocations on 27 randomly selected low-angle boundaries is presented in
Table 1. It shows that 94% of dislocations have a ½<011> Burgers
vector and 22% of total dislocations are sessile. The only non
½<011> dislocations have a <100> Burgers vector and an edge
character; hence, they are all sessile [51]. There are no dislocations
in g0 precipitates. The characterization was performed using tilt
experiments for trace line and Burgers vector analysis [23,24].
Please see supplementary material S2 for an example of such
characterization.
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Fig. 6. The histogram of Low-angle boundary spacing in the undeformed region of the
ruptured testpiece.

Fig. 4. Correlative investigations of the undeformed region of the ruptured testpiece
by (a) HR-EBSD and (b) ECCI. The area inside the green rectangle in (a) and (b) is
magniﬁed in (c). ECC image of the part of the boundary enclosed by the blue rectangle
in (c) is shown in (d). The oval in (d) encloses the part of the low-angle boundary, on
which the dislocation density is highest. The step size of the EBSD map is 1 mm. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. (a) The ruptured testpiece.dOver sections marked as A-E, signiﬁcant microstructural evolution take place. In (b), the average dislocation density away from lowangle boundaries is plotted for these sections. The local stress at each observed section
is also plotted. Note that the local stress axis is not linearly scaled.

Fig. 5. A model for the accommodation of a misorientation by boundaries with
different characters. The blue crystal is fully contained in the transparent crystal. They
have a small misorientation of magnitude u. Depending on the orientation of the
interface separating the two crystals, their misorientation is accommodated by networks of various mixtures of edge or screw dislocations; thus, creating boundaries of
pure tilt, pure twist or any kind of mixed character. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

3.2. The lightly-crept state
As this work is concerned with the source of creep dislocations,
it is focused on the region of the ruptured testpiece that has

undergone less than 0.1% local strain. In Fig. 7 a, it is outside the
gauge section before the gauge root. Although the strain level in
this region is known to remain below 0.1%, the local strain value is
unknown because this part of the testpiece was beyond the ﬁeld of
view of our strain measurement cameras. ECCI investigations on
this lightly-crept region were performed on transverse sections
normal to the tensile axis, and on longitudinal sections parallel to
the tensile axis, which were either parallel to a {100} crystallographic plane or 20! rotated with respect to a {100} crystallographic plane.
Among the examined sections, those over which signiﬁcant
microstructural evolution take place are marked as A-E in Fig. 7 a.
At section A (Fig. 7 a), which is located within grips, the applied
tensile stress is assumed to be zero. At sections BeD, it is estimated
by measuring the cross-sectional area: 128 $ 128 MPa;
s(B) ¼ 200 MPa; s(C) ¼ 265 MPa; s(D) ¼ 300 MPa; and
s(D) ¼ 330 MPa. By comparing the microstructure of these sections,
in effect, the evolution of the microstructure with the increment of
applied tensile stress at a constant temperature (900 ! C) and after a
constant creep period (194 h) is being investigated.
cECCI results (Fig. 8) show that as the stress level increases, the
dislocation structure varies. In the uncrept region (section A in
Fig. 7 a), dislocations are concentrated at low-angle boundaries
(Fig. 8 A1 and A2). Anywhere else, the microstructure is dislocation-
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Fig. 8. cECCI micrographs of the dislocation structure of longitudinal and transverse
sections (TS) at regions marked as A, B, C, and E in Fig. 7 a. All imaged surfaces are
parallel to a {100} crystallographic plane. A “-TS” in a ﬁgure label marks a section
perpendicular to the tensile axis. The remaining images are captured on longitudinal
sections. The reﬂectors used for all depicted longitudinal and transverse sections are
drawn in A1 and B4-TS respectively.

depleteddin areas of a few hundred square micrometers, there are
only a few isolated dislocations (Fig. 8 A3). The average dislocation
density away from the boundaries is 5 $ 1011 m"2 as the graph in
Fig. 7 b shows. Each data point in this graph is obtained by counting
the number of dislocations in more than 25 cECC micrographs of
minimum 10 $ 10 mm2 area. The measured regions were at least
40 mm away from the inherited grown-in low-angle boundaries.
The dislocation density was measured as “dislocation intersections
per surface area” rather than “dislocation length per volume”. The
latter deﬁnition results in about 2 times higher values, provided

that the dislocation lines are randomly distributed [52].
At section B (Fig. 7 a), where the applied stress is about 200 MPa,
there are regions where dislocations are found only at low-angle
boundaries. There are also regions in the vicinity of the low-angle
boundariesdextending to a maximum of 5 mm away from the
boundarydthat contain a noticeable dislocation content (Fig. 8 B1TS and B2). The latter compose almost 10% of the microstructure in
section B. In such regions, there is evidence for the emission of
dislocations from the boundary into the undeformed crystalde.g.
dislocation loop segments marked in Fig. 8 B1-TS and B2, which
have percolated through the adjoining dislocation-depleted crystal
and left segments at several contiguous g/g0 interfaces (also see e.g.
Ref. [14]). A magniﬁed percolating dislocation loop segment in a
longitudinal section parallel to a {100} crystallographic plane is
displayed in Fig. 8 B3. The boundary-originated dislocation loop
segments are in horizontal channels giving evidence of a negative
lattice misﬁt [4,13]. The remaining microstructure is dislocationdepleted (Fig. 8 B4-TS). The average dislocation density away
from boundaries in section B does not change compared to section
A: it is 5 $ 1011 m"2 (Fig. 7 b).
At section C, regions with a high density of dislocations appear
both in the vicinity of boundaries (Fig. 8 C1) and away from the
boundaries (Fig. 8 C2). In these regions, all g/g0 interfaces are uniformly avalanched with dislocations. In some of these regions,
raftingdi.e. the directional coalescence of the initially cuboidal g0
precipitates [53]dhas occurred (Fig. 8 C3). g0 coalescence in the
horizontal direction is another indication of negative lattice misﬁt
at creep temperature: g0 has a smaller lattice parameter compared
to g [4,13].
An increase in the applied tensile stress reduces the volume
fraction of the dislocation-depleted regions. At section E, no
dislocation-depleted region remains. Fig. 8 E1 depicts a low angle
boundary and its adjoining crystals avalanched by dislocations at g/
g0 interfaces. Fig. 8 E2-TS and its magniﬁed counterpart in Fig. 8 E3TS display a region far from any boundary. These regions are not
different from the regions in the vicinity of a low-angle boundary.
Rafting has occurred in both regions. The dislocation density in
boundary-free regions (Fig. 7 b) amounts to 1014 m"2. At section D,
the microstructure does not differ from that in section E.
As stated before, at section B, there is no dislocation-avalanched
region; and at section D, there is no dislocation-depleted region.
We appoint the point where the ﬁrst dislocation-avalanched region
is observed as where the creep deformation commences. In the
testpiece examined here, it is located at 3.1 mm before the gauge
root, which is after section B and just before section C. Any region
before this pointdincluding the region that was termed “the
uncrept region” in x3.1dis considered as undeformed here.
cECCI-based dislocation characterization on {001} crosssections (e.g. Fig. 8 E2-TS magniﬁed in Fig. 8 E3-TS) shows that
the avalanche dislocation at the horizontal (001) g/g0 interfaces
with a 1/2<110> Burgers vector and a <110> line direction, which
make a 45! angle to the {100} habit planes of the g0 cubes, are
predominantly 60! mixed [10,54,55]. An example of dislocation
characterization is presented in supplementary material S2.
3.3. Modelling of possible creep dislocation sources
The aim of employing DDD modelling here is to examine the
possible sources of the experimentally observed avalanche creep
dislocations. Based on the ECCI observations of the uncrept region,
two initial dislocation microstructures were considered as starting
microstructures for DDD simulations: (1) a dislocation arrangement constituting a grown-in low-angle boundary (Fig. 9 a) and (2)
a set of individual dislocations spread in a boundary-free region
(Fig. 9 e).
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Fig. 8. (continued).

For both simulations, the simulation cell was a cube of 1.5 mm
edge length, which included 3 $ 3 $ 3 cuboidal g0 particles with a
0.42 mm side length separated by 0.08 mm-wide g channels; Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied along the three cubic
axes of the simulation cell; and a uniaxial stress of 450 MPa was
applied along the [001] crystallographic direction.
The ﬁrst simulation set-up consisted of 10 mixed ½[011] dislocations, which comprised a low-angle boundary with a [010]
normal (Fig. 9 a). In accord with the HR-EBSD- and cECCI-based
studies presented in x3.1, the density of the mobile dislocations
arranged in form of the low angle boundary was assumed to be
6 $ 1012 m"2.
The results of this simulation show that as creep deformation
proceeds, a planar dislocation front originates at the low-angle
boundary and moves away from it (Fig. 9 b). The dislocation front
is better visible when the simulation cell is viewed along the tensile
axis (Fig. 9 c). The speed of the dislocation front is ~1.5 mm per 0.1%
creep deformation. This approximation is made by examining the
simulation cell at 0.07% plastic strain, where the interaction of the
percolating dislocations with the next low-angle boundary, which
is located 1.5 mm away, is negligible. At 0.14% creep strain, all dislocations reach the opposite side of the simulation cell, which is
1.5 mm away from its origin. At this point, the simulation cell is
homogeneously saturated with dislocations (Fig. 9 d). Dislocation
density and rate of dislocation multiplication (vrd/vεp) as a function
of plastic strain are plotted in Fig. 10. As the red curve in this plot
shows, at 0.1% plastic strain, dislocation density reaches
8 $ 1013 m"2, which is almost 13 times the initial dislocation

density.
A brief description of the simulation results is presented in the
following. Under the applied stress, dislocations are mobilized in
the vertical channel and then are immediately locked on the vertical g/g0 interfaces. The dislocation segments located between the
particles are able to bow out into the g channels crossing the initial
vertical channel and thus to deposit dislocation dipoles along the
<110> directions. This results in a notable dislocation multiplication rate at the onset of creep, which gives rise to the initial large
peak seen in the vrd/vεp curve in Fig. 10. Those segments then
propagate further within all the channels with combined glideclimb mobility (Fig. 9 b and c), where short-range interactions
between dislocations notably reduces the rate of multiplication. By
further percolation of dislocations through the g/g0 microstructure,
dislocation density increases; however, the rate of multiplication
and its contribution to plastic strain decreases. This reduction in
dislocation generation rate is indicated by the in Fig. 10. At 0.07%
plastic strain, marked by arrow (1), the proceeding dislocation
segments approach the next low-angle boundary located 1.5 mm
away (Fig. 9 b and c), where, due to dislocationedislocation interactions, further progress of the dislocations is nontrivial. At 0.14%
plastic strain, shown by arrow (2), the simulation cell of 3.4 mm3
volume is homogeneously saturated with dislocations as appears in
Fig. 9 d. Both of these stages are followed by a drop in dislocation
multiplication rate. When the microstructure is homogenously
saturated with dislocations, the dislocation multiplication rate
decreases dramatically; and subsequently, the glide-climb mobility
of dislocations plays the prominent role in the accumulation of
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Fig. 8. (continued).
Fig. 8. (continued).

plastic strain [30].
The second simulation set-up consisted of ﬁve Frank-Read (FR)
sources of ½ <011> mixed character with a line length of 0.35 mm
(Fig. 9 e). The starting dislocation density was taken to be
5 $ 1011 m"2, which represents the low populated regions away
from low-angle boundaries in the uncrept region (e.g. Fig. 8 A3).
The evolution of the dislocation microstructure due to an applied
uniaxial stress of 450 MPa along the [001] direction is shown in
Fig. 9 eeg. Fig. 9 e shows the bowing FR sources at an early
deformation stage, which leads to the propagation of the sources
along different {011} glide planes in Fig. 9 f. After a slight deformation, the microstructure mainly consists of dislocation lines
parallel to the <110> directions, which are deposited on the g/g0
interfaces (Fig. 9 g). The green curve in Fig. 10 shows the variation of

Table 1
The character of the dislocations in the uncrept region of the ruptured testpiece. In
total, 155 dislocations over 27 boundaries were characterized by controlled electron
channeling contrast imaging (cECCI).
Character
Burgers vector
Glide plane
%

Screw
½<011>
{111}
7.8

60! mixed

Edge
<100>

40

30.3

Sessile
16.1

5.8

dislocation density (rd) as a function of plastic strain (εp) for this
simulation. At ~0.1% plastic strain, dislocation density reaches
8 $ 1013 m"2, which is more than two orders of magnitude higher
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Fig. 10. Dislocation density (rd) and rate of dislocation multiplication (vrd/vεp) as a
function of plastic strain (εp) due to the percolation of dislocations through the g/g0
microstructure. The two cases shown in Figure 9di.e. dislocations originated at a lowangle, grown-in boundary (LAB) source and dislocations generated by individual
dislocation (ID) sources through the Frank-Read mechanismdare plotted.

boundariesdtwo orders of magnitude versus 13 times. This difference is due to the different mechanisms of dislocation creep in
the two regions. The simulations show that while the glide-climb
mobility along the g/g0 interfaces is the dominant mechanism in
the vicinity of low-angle boundaries, the glide of propagating dislocations along g channels is the governing mechanism in
boundary-free regions.
4. Discussion

Fig. 9. DDD simulations.d(aed) Percolation of the ½ [011] mixed dislocation arrangements constituting a low-angle (010) boundary of 0.6 $ 1013 m"2 dislocation
density at (a) ~0.0%, (b and c) 0.08%, and (d) 0.14% plastic strain. (eeg) Percolation of
the individual ½ <011> Frank-Read (FR) sources of 5 $ 1011 m"2 starting dislocation
density at (e) ~0.0%, (f) 0.12%, and (g) 0.18% plastic strain. Simulations are carried out at
450 MPa tensile stress applied along the [001] direction with a climb/glide mobility
ratio of 0.1. The tensile axis in all but (c) is directed as shown in (a). In (c) the simulation cell is viewed along the tensile axis. For clarity, only one g0 particle is shown in
each simulation cell.

than the density before deformation: 5 $ 1011 m"2.
At ~0.1%, the increase in dislocation content is signiﬁcantly
higher in boundary-free regions compared to the vicinity of

This work was aimed at investigating the origin of creep dislocations. Based on ECCI observations, it was shown that at the very
early stages of creep, when creep strain is below 0.1%, creep dislocations avalanche the entire microstructure. Due to this
avalanche, dislocation density in initially dislocation-depleted regions soars by two orders of magnitude. The widely accepted hypothesis in superalloy literature is that creep dislocations are
originated at grown-in, low-angle boundaries [11,13,14,56]. The
present work, in contrast, shows that boundaries are neither the
exclusive nor the main sources of creep dislocations: they only
account for a small fraction of creep dislocations.
Studies that attributed creep dislocations to low-angle boundaries did so by observing dislocation loop segments originating
from low-angle boundaries and percolating through dislocationdepleted crystals at the very early stages of creep. These dislocation
loop segments were also observed here (Fig. 8 B1-TS, B2, and B3).
Nevertheless, never was a boundary-originated dislocation
observed to percolate more than a few g channels away from a
boundary into the adjoining crystal. Neither among the TEM-based
studies is there a record of such observation [11,13,56]. This lack of
evidence suggests that the boundary-originated dislocations
remain close to the boundary. This suggestion was here conﬁrmed
by the results of the DDD simulation of boundary-originated dislocations (Fig. 9 aed and Fig. 10), which showed that although at
0.1% creep strain, ~1014 m"2 dislocations are generated by a lowangle boundary, the percolation rate of the generated dislocations
is so smalld1.5 mm per 0.1% of creep straindthat they remain
conﬁned to the close vicinity of their source boundary.
By combining the results of the experimental observations and
modelling, it can be concluded that: low-angle boundaries account
for only a minor portion of creep dislocationsdthose that appear in
their close vicinity. Note that low-angle boundaries are on average
60 mm apart; boundary-originated dislocations cover only a few
micrometers of this distance. Creep dislocations that deluge the
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microstructure away from boundaries must have sources other
than low-angle boundaries. This conclusion is supported by reports
on the anteriority of plastic deformation and rafting in dendritic
cores to the same in interdendritic regions at the very early stages
of creep [54,55], which give an indication of different deformation
mechanisms in the vicinity and away from boundaries.
Possible sources of avalanching dislocations are the individual
dislocations that are spread in boundary-free regions in small
quantities (5 $ 1011 m"2), such as the dislocations marked by arrows in Fig. 8 A3 and Fig. 8 B4. These, if pinned, can emit dislocations by Frank-Read [57] or double cross-slip [58] mechanisms
when their critical resolved shear stress is reached.
We could not examine this hypothesis experimentally; thus,
DDD modelling was employed for this purpose. The simulation
results showed that despite their much smaller initial density
compared to the initial density of dislocations at low-angle
boundaries, at ~0.1% strain, individual dislocations can ﬁll the
boundary-free microstructure with ~1014 m"2 creep dislocations.
They are able to propagate along different directions with less
interaction with nearby dislocations in comparison to those
emitted from the grown-in, low-angle boundaries. This promotes
their percolation rate. Moreover, as they are spatially homogeneously distributed, so are the dislocations they generate. Thus,
they can create dislocation avalanches analogous to those observed
in the ECCI micrographs of the boundary-free regions at early
stages of creep.
In summary, in this work, it was shown that at the early stages of
creep, grown-in, low-angle boundaries are only the sources of
dislocations that appear in their close vicinity. Sources of creep
dislocations that emerge anywhere else in the microstructure are
the isolated, individual dislocations, which are uniformly dispersed
in the undeformed microstructure with a small ~5 $ 1011 m"2
population.
5. Conclusions
1) There is an intricate network of low-angle boundaries in an
undeformed single-crystal superalloy. The boundary spacing is
30e150 mm; misorientation across these boundaries is below
0.5! ; and the density of geometrically necessary dislocations at
these boundaries does not exceed 5 $ 1013 m"2.
2) Grown-in, low-angle boundaries are neither the exclusive nor
the major sources of creep dislocations at the early stages of
creep. At a creep strain below 0.1%, dislocation density in the
entire microstructure soars by two orders of magnitudedfrom
5 $ 1011 m"2 in the undeformed state to 1014 m"2 in the lightlycrept state. Low-angle boundaries account for only a small
fraction of creep dislocations: those that appear in their close
vicinity. They are, however, not the sources of dislocations that
emerge in regions farther than a few g channels away from any
boundary. These dislocations are generated by isolated, individual dislocations dispersed in boundary-free regions of the
uncrept material.
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